SPIR

visual artist and producer, born in LA, trained in

the Fine Arts in California. Artistic director of an international NGO and the owner of the label FuseLab, Sàrl. Live
Performances with DJs Eddie Amador, Alfredo Barcos…
Touring with his band “Fuse Factory”.

Portfolio:
D! Club >a/DJ Eddie Amador>Lausanne,>Switzerland
Bartonka >a/“Cut and Paste Collective”>UK
Street Parade >a/Vibic Festival>Zürich>Switzerland
Wake & Jam Festival >a/Murten>Switzerland
EKKO Club >Drum n’ Bass Party>Utrecht>Pays Bas
Waco Open Air >a/ Fuse Factory>Waco TX>USA
Prestige Club >Bern>Switzerland
TSR2/Garage >program:Garage>Genève>Switzerland
Slot Art Festival >a/Fuse Factory>Wroclaw>Poland
Supermarket Club >Zurich>Switzerland

Résidences:
Zinema >a/ Fuse Factory>Lausanne>Switzerland
Liquido Club >a/Visual Pleasure>Murten>Switzerland
Moa Club >a/DJ Eddie Amador>Genève>Switzerland

FuseLab S.à.r.l.
Chemin de la fauvette 98
CH-1012 Lausanne
Switzerland
www.fusefactory.ch
⌦e: booking@fuselab.ch
⌦t: 41 21 654 3212
⌦f: 41 21 654 3220

Définition du concept :
SPIR

mixes original created video sources, playing

on a midi keyboard, with digital and analogue mixers,
integrating seamlessly with short pre-produced video
loops, longer atmospheric naps, live feed cameras, and
video feedback.

SPIR creates his own images and video sound, inspired
by the theme and atmosphere of the artist and song,
instalation or venue, using texture, colors, speed,
repetition and flow of the images. His multi layered video
style is one that pushes the line between abstraction and
reality. Multi layering of images draws the spectator into
a universe which embodies the music, an invitation to a
place of personal interpretation.

SPIR composes

with a G4 titanium, an Oxygen8 midi

keyboard, Arkaos, a Numark VAM2000 analogue video
mixer, an Edirol M4 digital video mixer, an archer RS
effects switcher, 5 dv cameras and a LTO AMX-140FX
audio mixer, to create two separate or combined video
signals channeled to up to 6 projectors and 8 TVs placed
stratigicly surounding the performance creating and
enviornment that invite multi sencory participation.

SPIR

works in close colaboration with each artist,

event organizer or club owner to produce a truly unique
experience that will motivate, inspire and meet the needs
and goals of each show.

VJ : He move fluidly in club circles with the ability to mix
on multiple styles of electronic music from Drum n’ Bass
to House to Down tempo.

INSTALLATIONS : With the FuseLab colective he creates
experimental installations for underground venues, chill
out spaces or festivals of film and multimedia.

EVENTS D’ENTREPRISE : spontanious live video creation
and projection give corporat events the artistic edge.
Pour plus d’information pour
booker Spir, contactez:
e: booking@fuselab.ch
t: 41 21 654 3212
f: 41 21 654 3220

www.fusefactory.ch

FUSE FACTORY LIVE : Spir works with the band Fuse
Factory for live act shows on festival and concert stages.
For more information on booking Spir, contact:
booking@fuselab.ch
www.fusefactory.ch
tel. 41 21 654 3212 fax 41 21 654 3220

SPIR

technical set-up : VIDEO / AUDIO / HARDWARE / SOFTWARE
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feedback
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video
mix 2

numark VAM2000 + 4 lcd monitors
analogue video mixer

edirol V4 + 5 lcd monitors
digital video mixer

midi
sync

output
Main Audio Mix

Video Signal amplifier

beamer 1

beamer 2

Video Signal amplifier
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beamer 3
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TV 3

TV 6

TV 7
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